
Robert Smith 
Shoe Salesperson

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Shoe Salesperson is Building lasting relationships with customers, Giving 
the best service to our customers on their terms, and also Providing honest 
and confident feedback to customers about style and fit, Seeking fashion 
and product knowledge to build your expertise.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Shoe Salesperson
ABC Corporation -   October 1998 – January 1999 

Responsibilities:

 Set and achieved sales goals, for both in-store and digital selling with 
effective use of selling tools (inclusive of text and social media).

 Built lasting relationships with customers.
 Gave the best service to our customers on their terms.
 Provided honest and confident feedback to customers about style and 

fit.
 Sought fashion and product knowledge to build your expertise.
 Worked with the team to keep the department customer ready, which 

means filling orders, stocking, re-merchandising, price markdowns, and 
light cleaning.

 Grown relationships by opening new Nordstrom Rewards program 
accounts.

Shoe Salesperson
Delta Corporation -   1993 – 1998 

Responsibilities:

 As a sales associate I assisted customers to help find the proper shoes 
for them.

 Orgainized shoes by size,color,brand,price and type of shoe daily with 
any free time I had.

 Greeted every customer that came in sight and always assisted the 
customers.

 Gained more orgainizing skills and customer service skills and learned a
lot about types of shoes Skills Used Customer service all the way.

 Count receipts daily Arrange display bins Help customer find shoes.
 Sold shoes and apparel; organized shoes according to size and type; 

helped customers and assisted other employees with sales.
 Managed the shoe store sold, shoes, stocked the shelves by putting 

away inventory Accomplishments the store was always neat and clean 
and quite .
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SKILLS

Fashion-Designing, 
Planning, Programming 
Accounting.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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